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 You can find three male brows styles, and the rest are female. In many examples, I use both left
and right hands to greatly help right-handed and left-handed artists to see how I create the
brows.This book applies the simple hair stroke patterns from my first e-book "Microblading
Patterns: THE WONDER Of Simplicity". So get in touch with me if you need to teach with me! I
demonstrate step-by-step with drawings on pc first before I continue to show you how to
simulate the measures on latex epidermis. Using those basic patterns, I created 30 brows styles
to work with in your real focus on clients. Another objective is normally that you will save a lot of
money on teaching! Even though this book does not replace practical training, it does assist you
to practice and learn on your own. You need to try to push you to ultimately think and do
everything on your own. In the event that you run into frustration, sign up for my Facebook
group to obtain help: Free of charge PMU & Microblading Worldwide. In the event that you still
feel you need schooling after trying by yourself and with others' help, then it's not too late to
spend some money on classes. And I really do offer classes too. The main objective of the book
is to show you how easy it is to create beautiful brows styles through the use of simple locks
stroke patterns.
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For ALL MICROBLADING College students BUY THIS BOOK For ALL MICROBLADING College
students! Beware!! As a phibrow student I've learned so very much from David's reserve and
style. It has been so useful in my time of practicing my different type of eyebrow shapes! I love
it! and share it to other students!The one thing I wish David did, is had this option of printed
book aswell. I am old school so I love reading my fiction and horror books on my kindle but
would like to learn from True books, but hey, I still use and work with what I acquired! The book
clearly reduces the steps. Amazing I would suggest both of David's books. David is a very
patient, gifted instructor, and now his beautiful brow designs are simplified and here to practice.
He enables you to understand the strokes and can help you build self-confidence in what
patterns you use in your clients. AMAZING BOOKS Be the best microblader artist with David e-
book! Looking forward to even more books from you. I research in famous international
academy plus they didin't provide us 2% than you did. I recommend this reserve don't hesitate by
immediately. God many thanks so much David Great graphics A needed reserve for the
technician who wants to do microblading o hair simulation brows. Basic and direct. It had been a
great buy. Nadia from Saudi Arabia I like you david. I love every vedio you make . Every books
you wrote . Great buy Love this publication and the tutorials that include it David is actually an
amazing teacher Perfect for overthinkers (like me). If you are in schooling for microblading or
you already are in the field and practicing or making it living in this field microblading this ebook
is so awesome to have I learned so much more i quickly was taught in college. Thanks tanks
thank . Don’t buy this. I'm going to be quickly taking my microblading program and . Thank you
David for your precious contribution to greatly help us.. I did learn several new things. I'll be soon
taking my microblading training course , nor want ot proceed in completely blind to what is
heading on. I like educating myself best I could sot that I could go into the course having an
understanding as well as correct any misinformation I might have browse about.i hope to meet
up you some day merely to many thanks. I'm practicing a whole lot and getting a lot better on
my patterns for my clients best!. Very informative. An excellent supplement to his video clips,
and a reference I'll continue my e-shelf! Informative Difficult to check out he techniques too fast.
Not bad. PLEASE buy this publication! David is a fantastic mentor and is very talented aswell in
this field!! Not awful. There is absolutely no helpful information It has a large amount of different
patterns wich it is rather useful! Please give it a try!. Love your books Love all your books. Very
useful and clear to see.!. Great book I believe it’s worth enough time to learn. Love the movies , I
learned a lot. I love the way he takes the time to present us how to do it. I really learned a lot
from this book! I really learned a whole lot from this publication and video links that come with
the purchase. :) have a good practicing and good luck!
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